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				LOGISTICS IS FUTURE 
			
... and VETTER provides the tool: THE FORK*****!
 




    



    
        
QualityForks are the unflagging helpers that lift and lower loads all around the clock, day in, day out. The requirements are immense and wide-ranging. That is why we are just as versatile as our customers – everything that calls itself a “fork” is our métier. Due to the huge amount of diversity, we have, like no other manufacturer, concentrated our energy exclusively on this product.
From StandardForks to special versions to intelligent solutions for Logistics 4.0! The goal is to produce the best fork for each application. That’s why we have a wide product range, an experienced and competent team as well as one of the most modern fork manufacturing facilities in the world.
BECAUSE ONLY THE FORK MAKES THE LIFT TRUCK A FORKLIFT TRUCK!
 




    



    


    
        
    
        

				You are looking for … 
			



    



    
        
		
			

			
				
					
					
				

			

		
	

The full range of forks and Clever Helpers




    

    
        
		
			

			
				
					
					
				

			

		
	

Applications and appropriate product solutions




    

    
        
		
			

			
				
					
					
				

			

		
	

Fork modification and repair options




    

    
        
		
			

			
				
					
					
				

			

		
	

Service offers for VETTER forks
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"Can one develop a passion about forks? Yes, one can and we do! Our passion derives from your trust!
 Again and again I am impressed by the ideas and innovations related to the design of forks. Each day new solutions and variations, each day new possibilities! 
 Because one thing is for sure: logistics is future  ..  and we provide the tool – the fork!"
Arnold Vetter
Managing director




  



    


    
        





  
  	
Newsletter
Receive news and updates from the VETTER world by e-mail. Register now without obligation.
Subscribe




  

  
  	
Social Media
Find updates and news from our social-media channels here:
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				Please contact us for more information: 
			



Company
*

Firstname
*

Surname
*

Phone

E-mail
*

ZIP, City
*

Country

Message

Data protection declaration of consent*
By ticking the control box left you consent that the data provided by you are electronically collected and stored. Your data are strictly used for the purpose of processing your inquiry. You may revoke this consent at any time either electronically or in writing. In case of revocation your data shall be deleted immediately. For further information please refer to the data protection guidelines.


Captcha
*[image: Captcha image]

Please update the captcha if you cannot read the text.


Fields marked with * are mandatory fields and must be completed. All further data are voluntary.
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				  	VETTER Forks, Inc.
1711 Opportunity Avenue
Chambersburg, PA 17201
USA


        
				
				
				
					 +1 717 753 3913

					 +1 717 753 3915

					 contactnoSpam@forksnoSpam.com
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